
Online Consultation - Key Functionality 

 

1. Which Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) are you from?  

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 
NHS Bradford District and 
Craven CCG 

  
 

15.91% 7 

2 NHS Calderdale CCG   
 

4.55% 2 

3 NHS Kirklees CCG   
 

18.18% 8 

4 NHS Leeds CCG   
 

52.27% 23 

5 NHS Wakefield CCG   
 

9.09% 4 

Statistics Minimum 1 Mean 3.34 Std. Deviation 1.2 Satisfaction Rate 58.52 

Maximum 5 Variance 1.45 Std. Error 0.18   
 

answered 44 

skipped 0 

 

2. Which online consultation system does your practice use currently?  

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 accuRx Patient Triage   
 

15.91% 7 

2 Aire Logic   
 

2.27% 1 

3 askmyGP    0.00% 0 

4 eConsult   
 

61.36% 27 

5 Engage Consult   
 

15.91% 7 

6 e-Reception   
 

2.27% 1 

7 Klinik   
 

2.27% 1 

8 Silicon / Footfall    0.00% 0 

9 Other (please specify):    0.00% 0 

Statistics Minimum 1 Mean 3.75 Std. Deviation 1.38 Satisfaction Rate 34.38 

Maximum 7 Variance 1.91 Std. Error 0.21   
 

answered 44 

skipped 0 

Other (please specify): (0) 

No answers found. 

 

3. What do you like about your current online consultation system in terms of how it 
integrates with your practice clinical system?  

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 Open-Ended Question 100.00% 42 

1 04/08/2021 17:21 PM 
ID: 172117246 

It’s ok 
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3. What do you like about your current online consultation system in terms of how it 
integrates with your practice clinical system?  

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

2 05/08/2021 16:27 PM 
ID: 172178386 

PDF downloads. 
Patient can be matched to PDS. 

3 05/08/2021 17:18 PM 
ID: 172182681 

PDF clear to read. 

4 05/08/2021 18:15 PM 
ID: 172186309 

Very useful  
Saves on appointment times and telephone calls 

5 05/08/2021 19:06 PM 
ID: 172188905 

It does not integrate 

6 05/08/2021 19:10 PM 
ID: 172189196 

It means that patients can often be dealt with quicker than if they were waiting for a 
face to face appointment.  

7 05/08/2021 19:26 PM 
ID: 172190177 

Econsult is laid out ok 

8 06/08/2021 08:26 AM 
ID: 172207141 

Full integration with S1 
Slick and reliable interface for pts 

9 06/08/2021 09:18 AM 
ID: 172210153 

Its quite unsafe it allows parents of young children, unregistered patients and 
patients requesting acute things to use it and expectation is that we are available 
when the message pings through. I think some acute conditions should be sign 
posted else where without it coming through to practice. I is used by a small 
number of patients who are using it 2-3 times per week 

10 06/08/2021 13:00 PM 
ID: 172226026 

Has been good 

11 07/08/2021 06:26 AM 
ID: 172259069 

That it can be used 24 hours a day 
You can upload photos 
People can get advise 

12 08/08/2021 18:52 PM 
ID: 172301433 

Documents arrive directly into our clinical system (EMIS) saving precious admin 
time.  

13 10/08/2021 10:27 AM 
ID: 172379345 

Easy to send text messages, receive photos from patients, seems to work ok with 
EMIS web which we use. We have made custom templates which are helpful. 

14 11/08/2021 14:17 PM 
ID: 172455784 

Efficiently attaches information to patient records including images. Direct in 
consultations with text associated. Links direct to patient records for matching. 

15 11/08/2021 18:06 PM 
ID: 172473915 

mainly relevant questions asked with sensible safety net 

16 12/08/2021 20:06 PM 
ID: 172546433 

We had to cancel the integration functionality as it disabled the link for GPs to click 
on - so it doesnt integrate 

17 13/08/2021 11:12 AM 
ID: 172569065 

Nothing as it does not integrate with the clinical system 

18 13/08/2021 12:13 PM 
ID: 172573573 

econsult come in as task onto systemone to be processed. 

19 16/08/2021 00:38 AM 
ID: 172687753 

Nothing - too clunky, not integrated properly, needs to come directly into records 
without additional admin time required to pull off the pdf's from email. 

20 16/08/2021 16:13 PM 
ID: 172730640 

not much, it documents it into the notes 

21 17/08/2021 10:38 AM 
ID: 172769535 

Ability to copy and paste info 

22 17/08/2021 14:12 PM 
ID: 172804974 

Patients are able to send pictures and easy access 
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3. What do you like about your current online consultation system in terms of how it 
integrates with your practice clinical system?  

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

23 17/08/2021 16:27 PM 
ID: 172819640 

sdfsdfv sdfgg 

24 17/08/2021 16:37 PM 
ID: 172820601 

AVhttps://twitter.com/search?q=survey%20Online&src=typed_query&f 

25 17/08/2021 17:53 PM 
ID: 172830220 

Very simple to use and everything gets saved straight into the patient record 

26 17/08/2021 18:25 PM 
ID: 172832662 

enters information provided into patient record 

27 18/08/2021 10:23 AM 
ID: 172864590 

Simple and easy to use 

28 18/08/2021 16:16 PM 
ID: 172900701 

eConsults come through as tasks. 
that's it as there is no further integration. 

29 19/08/2021 13:09 PM 
ID: 173003881 

It's ok. Slowed down by internet speed and ancient operating system 

30 20/08/2021 16:42 PM 
ID: 173087887 

If completed correctly it provided a detailed history of patients complaints. 
It highlights symptoms that may require urgent attention. 

31 23/08/2021 09:11 AM 
ID: 173176267 

no positives 

32 23/08/2021 14:13 PM 
ID: 173222968 

It doesn't really integrate with the clinical system - online consultation requests 
come in to our generic email address and have to be attached to the patient record  

33 25/08/2021 20:39 PM 
ID: 173402066 

Seemless integration, not pseudo integration via a MESH system (e.g. eConsult) 

34 26/08/2021 09:06 AM 
ID: 173415603 

I don't like it at all. It is meant to integrate but this is so hit and miss.  

35 26/08/2021 13:55 PM 
ID: 173438481 

it seems to integrate okay but I have only had one truely successful episode with 
patient out of many,  

36 26/08/2021 16:07 PM 
ID: 173448517 

Comes into workflow - no need to move across from email or copy & Paste 
Limited write back to pt record for lifestyle coding via auto-coding in S1 - although 
this is clunky and writes back every time an eConsult is submitted even though 
code now exists in record in this QoF year. 
Starting to get more control about when to limit availability in response to staffing 
levels. 
Like the asthma/hypertension questionnaires etc.. 

37 26/08/2021 18:23 PM 
ID: 173456089 

It doesn't integrate 

38 27/08/2021 09:33 AM 
ID: 173473397 

Pills reviews, sick notes  

39 30/08/2021 10:32 AM 
ID: 173600738 

Nothing in particular 

40 31/08/2021 18:14 PM 
ID: 173684709 

Little. 

41 16/09/2021 12:05 PM 
ID: 174707290 

We like how It comes in as a task direct into workflow to process then sits in the 
S1 communication section  

42 21/09/2021 19:06 PM 
ID: 175005095 

Codes direct into patient record and everyone can see it saved on records as a 
consultation.  

 

  
answered 42 

skipped 2 
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4. What do you dislike about your current online consultation system in terms of how it 
integrates with your practice clinical system?  

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 Open-Ended Question 100.00% 42 

1 04/08/2021 17:21 PM 
ID: 172117246 

It’s just mainly adding work as most need appointments  

2 05/08/2021 16:27 PM 
ID: 172178386 

No single sign on. 
Two way messaging can be lost - no floating tool bar or notification to check for 
response. 

3 05/08/2021 17:18 PM 
ID: 172182681 

eConsult toolbar - sms needs to be manually copied and pasted into the notes. 
Should integrate and write to notes like accurx does. 

4 05/08/2021 18:15 PM 
ID: 172186309 

Still have to download e consult into system. Not automatic  

5 05/08/2021 19:06 PM 
ID: 172188905 

The fact it doesn't integrate 

6 05/08/2021 19:10 PM 
ID: 172189196 

Sometimes the categories of ‘disease/illness’ don’t actually fit the patients need so 
they end up being asked irrelevant questions  

7 05/08/2021 19:26 PM 
ID: 172190177 

1) econsults come via email they can come in via system one tasks but this is not 
very good  
 
2) cant control demand  

8 06/08/2021 08:26 AM 
ID: 172207141 

nothing 

9 06/08/2021 09:18 AM 
ID: 172210153 

Integration with system is quite good 

10 06/08/2021 13:00 PM 
ID: 172226026 

Slows SystOne down generally which is slow anyway 
N365 update has caused problems too 
I waste 30 mins per day watching the circle go round or shutting down and re 
starting :(  

11 07/08/2021 06:26 AM 
ID: 172259069 

It red flags and redirects problems that are not urgent 

12 08/08/2021 18:52 PM 
ID: 172301433 

Some of the QOF data that is collected is free text only- would be nice if this was 
coded data. Images can be of poor quality/ hard to zoom in 

13 10/08/2021 10:27 AM 
ID: 172379345 

Occasional system outages. 

14 11/08/2021 14:17 PM 
ID: 172455784 

No ability to add codes automatically. Needs to be managed through separate 
workflow system (though can be done directly by clinicians without extra steps 
from admin). 

15 11/08/2021 18:06 PM 
ID: 172473915 

Sometimes patients will select an option that doesn't really encompass the clinical 
problem and are not prompted to do so therefore making the econsult not very 
helpful - e.g. if patient selects sick note extension they are not prompted to tell you 
about the medical problem that relates to the sick note request 

16 12/08/2021 20:06 PM 
ID: 172546433 

As above 

17 13/08/2021 11:12 AM 
ID: 172569065 

it does not integrate with the clinical system 

18 13/08/2021 12:13 PM 
ID: 172573573 

have to open up weblink to respond to econsult 
unable to triage econsult to different members of team (eg physio, pharmacist, 
docotor) without having to read through the econsult. 
econsult does not check if patient is registered with the practice, we have had non 
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4. What do you dislike about your current online consultation system in terms of how it 
integrates with your practice clinical system?  

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

registered patient sending econsults to us. 
patients adding more then one problem into each econsult. 

19 16/08/2021 00:38 AM 
ID: 172687753 

As above. Also cannot switch off during out of hours - this is not contractual and 
has lost the goodwill of practices as our CCG will not tell eConsult to turn off out of 
hours as many CCG's round the country have!!! 

20 16/08/2021 16:13 PM 
ID: 172730640 

It documents twice as much as it needs to which results in a long winded entry into 
the clinical notes which is difficult to unpick what is relevant and what isn't.  
It also suggests that the GP is just going to contact you as a result of this enquiry 
which is highly misleading and makes patients think this is a way to bypass 
reception and care navigation. 
We have several patients that use this to contact us almost daily with benign trivial 
issues. 

21 17/08/2021 10:38 AM 
ID: 172769535 

need to copy information for coding purposes. This allows important info to be 
selected to make it easier to identify-don't want to have system similar to 111 
where it is difficult to find relevant info quickly because of all negatives 
documented. 
Allows patients to submit from abroad when we are not covered to advise-this 
should be blocked and only UK contact permitted. 

22 17/08/2021 16:27 PM 
ID: 172819640 

sdfght thfgrv hjyg  

23 17/08/2021 16:37 PM 
ID: 172820601 

https://twitter.com/search?q=survey%20Online&src=typed_query&f=live 

24 17/08/2021 17:53 PM 
ID: 172830220 

It can be a bit slow sometimes 

25 17/08/2021 18:25 PM 
ID: 172832662 

allows patients to leave questions blank/skip questions so the information is 
incomplete 

26 18/08/2021 10:23 AM 
ID: 172864590 

Integration is manual but they are working on full integration with TPP and Emis 
systems  

27 18/08/2021 16:16 PM 
ID: 172900701 

There is no real integration. 
apart from the task coming in to let us know a form has been completed, 
everything else is manual.  

28 19/08/2021 13:09 PM 
ID: 173003881 

The need to copy and paste the reply into the patient record 

29 20/08/2021 16:42 PM 
ID: 173087887 

The amount of econsults that we receive, and the econsults that provide list of 
conditions and concerns, rather than focusing on one.  

30 23/08/2021 09:11 AM 
ID: 173176267 

it doesn't integrate at all, - you need to go to comms to see the e consult, then you 
have to go on a website to do the response then you have to copy and paste your 
response - time consuming and poor. very user unfriendly and not easy to refer to 
when reviewing a patients notes. 

31 23/08/2021 14:13 PM 
ID: 173222968 

As above 

32 25/08/2021 20:39 PM 
ID: 173402066 

Nothing 

33 26/08/2021 09:06 AM 
ID: 173415603 

As above 

34 26/08/2021 13:55 PM 
ID: 173438481 

it is often used inapropriately by patients not enough detail can be gleaned and 
often needs to be followed up by telephone or face to face appointment  

35 26/08/2021 16:07 PM 
ID: 173448517 

Not enough write-back / coding - especially when saving 
contraceptive/asthma/hypertension questionnaires. 
Limited customisation in terms of being able to manage patient expectations 
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4. What do you dislike about your current online consultation system in terms of how it 
integrates with your practice clinical system?  

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

around response times - each practice handles eConsults very differently. 
Pateints report it being very cluncky at times - can either take ages to complete - 
or is overly sensitive and throw them out to contact us directly. 
Red/Amber flags are a clunky tool... 

36 26/08/2021 18:23 PM 
ID: 173456089 

The need to copy and paste your reply from econsult into patient notes 
Data from econsult questionnaire is not captured/coded automatically into patient 
record  

37 27/08/2021 09:33 AM 
ID: 173473397 

Used as a back door approach to get appointment 
Increased workload  

38 30/08/2021 10:32 AM 
ID: 173600738 

It is a separate system. The only integration is it allows you to save a copy of the 
interaction to the clinical system.  

39 31/08/2021 18:14 PM 
ID: 173684709 

Not great - only gives a PDF. We still need to manually transfer information into 
notes, read codes etc. 

40 02/09/2021 14:23 PM 
ID: 173815618 

Need to copy and paste the consult into the clinical system. 
We did have econsult toolbar on each desktop but this disappeared and we have 
struggled putting it back on so we need to use the internet version and have to put 
in the code for each consult. 

41 16/09/2021 12:05 PM 
ID: 174707290 

To open and action the e consult you have to manually go onto the e consult 
system and enter the unique code. This code has to be copied onto the 
appointment slot so the clinicians is aware and can easily copy and paste it to 
respond to the patient on econsult  
 
Also if they upload a photo to it, anyone wanting to see the photo later separately 
i.e follow up and compare. you have to go back into the e consult to see the photo, 
you cant see the photos separately. Some patients send multiple e consults per 
week everyweek so it can take time to find the picture to compare when reviewing 
them.  

42 21/09/2021 19:06 PM 
ID: 175005095 

Nothing it’s great.  

 

  
answered 42 

skipped 2 

 

5. If you could add one function to your current online consultation system around how 
it integrates with your practice clinical system, what would it be?  

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 Open-Ended Question 100.00% 37 

1 04/08/2021 17:21 PM 
ID: 172117246 

More advice to patients on how to use it 

2 05/08/2021 16:27 PM 
ID: 172178386 

Greater prominence like AccuRx. 

3 05/08/2021 17:18 PM 
ID: 172182681 

As above. 

4 05/08/2021 18:15 PM 
ID: 172186309 

Econsult to come direct into task 

5 05/08/2021 19:06 PM 
ID: 172188905 

Automatically integrate the econsult and alert a clinician via task etc 
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5. If you could add one function to your current online consultation system around how 
it integrates with your practice clinical system, what would it be?  

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

6 05/08/2021 19:10 PM 
ID: 172189196 

Automatically integrate things like weight & height into system 1 

7 05/08/2021 19:26 PM 
ID: 172190177 

Turn it off  

8 06/08/2021 09:18 AM 
ID: 172210153 

Patients who enter things like chest pain or things for very young children should 
be signposted elsewhere and maybe a task sent to Practrice to advise that the 
patient has been signposted to A&E- this would allow us to follow up that the 
information is followed 

9 08/08/2021 18:52 PM 
ID: 172301433 

Coded QOF data  

10 10/08/2021 10:27 AM 
ID: 172379345 

Increase the number of photos you can attach in a single message - at the 
moment there is a limit of 5 photos per text. 

11 11/08/2021 14:17 PM 
ID: 172455784 

Seamless ability to manage direct from within clinical system. 

12 11/08/2021 18:06 PM 
ID: 172473915 

Ability to change some templates e.g. the one for medication review 

13 12/08/2021 20:06 PM 
ID: 172546433 

To go directly into systmOne and the clinician is still able to click on the link 

14 13/08/2021 11:12 AM 
ID: 172569065 

That is actually integrated with the Clinical System 

15 13/08/2021 12:13 PM 
ID: 172573573 

feature to help admin triage econsult to clinician, pharmacist, physio etc. 

16 16/08/2021 00:38 AM 
ID: 172687753 

Seemless intergration. 

17 16/08/2021 16:13 PM 
ID: 172730640 

make it briefer. 

18 17/08/2021 10:38 AM 
ID: 172769535 

Automatic coding transfer 

19 17/08/2021 16:27 PM 
ID: 172819640 

wefffghyh 

20 17/08/2021 16:37 PM 
ID: 172820601 

https://twitter.com/search?q=survey%20Online&src=typed_query&f=live 

21 17/08/2021 18:25 PM 
ID: 172832662 

not allow questions to be skipped 

22 18/08/2021 10:23 AM 
ID: 172864590 

None it already has everything we need but providers are happy to personalise it 
to match our needs 

23 18/08/2021 16:16 PM 
ID: 172900701 

allow us to reply back to the patient and use all the patient info/nhs links etc from 
within S1 
auto SNOMED coding  

24 19/08/2021 13:09 PM 
ID: 173003881 

Reply saved automatically to patient record 

25 20/08/2021 16:42 PM 
ID: 173087887 

To allow only one econsult to be sent in per day. Many patients complete a few 
econsults for one day thinking that they will get a list of conditions tended to.  

26 23/08/2021 09:11 AM 
ID: 173176267 

you would click on it directly to respond and what you write automatically goes in 
the notes. 

27 23/08/2021 14:13 PM 
ID: 173222968 

That it integrates directly  
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5. If you could add one function to your current online consultation system around how 
it integrates with your practice clinical system, what would it be?  

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

28 25/08/2021 20:39 PM 
ID: 173402066 

Nothing - already integrated perfectly via IM1. All the other providers are trying to 
integrate legacy systems. AccuRx integrated first and the developed their system.  

29 26/08/2021 09:06 AM 
ID: 173415603 

- 

30 26/08/2021 13:55 PM 
ID: 173438481 

moe visible in system 1  

31 26/08/2021 18:23 PM 
ID: 173456089 

Due it to be visible in New journal directly 

32 27/08/2021 09:33 AM 
ID: 173473397 

Limit what it can be used for, ie set conditions only  

33 30/08/2021 10:32 AM 
ID: 173600738 

Fully integrated. 

34 31/08/2021 18:14 PM 
ID: 173684709 

Automatic read coding, entries being added directly into the clinical notes 

35 02/09/2021 14:23 PM 
ID: 173815618 

that it automatically puts the consult into the clinical system  

36 16/09/2021 12:05 PM 
ID: 174707290 

Allow it code information that they provide such as a BP, weight, alcohol etc into 
the notes  
 
Remove the function that requires a passcode to review and respond to the patient  

37 21/09/2021 19:06 PM 
ID: 175005095 

Nothing. It’s great as it is.  

 

  
answered 37 

skipped 7 

 

6. Based on previous feedback, we know automated online consultation delivery into 
clinical systems is important. Please rank the following options from most important (1) 
to least important (3):  

Item 
Total 

Score 1 
Overall 
Rank 

Online consultation saved into clinical records system as entry in patient journal 114 1 

Online consultations saved into clinical records system as PDF in documents 77 2 

I don't mind either way, as long as it can be saved into my clinical system automatically 73 3 

1 Score is a weighted calculation. Items ranked first are valued higher than the following ranks, 
the score is a sum of all weighted rank counts. 

answered 44 

skipped 0 

 

7. Please indicate the type of questionnaire format you would prefer from your online 
consultation system:  

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 
Long-form templates that provide more detail to 
the clinician, but take more time for the patient 
to complete 

  
 

43.18% 19 
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7. Please indicate the type of questionnaire format you would prefer from your online 
consultation system:  

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

2 
Short-form templates that provide less detail to 
the clinician, but take less time for the patient to 
complete 

  
 

31.82% 14 

3 No preference   
 

25.00% 11 

Statistics Minimum 1 Mean 1.82 Std. Deviation 0.81 Satisfaction Rate 40.91 

Maximum 3 Variance 0.65 Std. Error 0.12   
 

answered 44 

skipped 0 

 

8. Based on previous feedback, we know that 2-way messaging is an important feature. 
Please choose your preference from the options below:  

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 
2-way messaging available as 
part of online consultation 
system 

  
 

54.55% 24 

2 
2-way messaging available as a 
separate system 

  
 

18.18% 8 

3 I don't mind either way   
 

27.27% 12 

Statistics Minimum 1 Mean 1.73 Std. Deviation 0.86 Satisfaction Rate 36.36 

Maximum 3 Variance 0.74 Std. Error 0.13   
 

answered 44 

skipped 0 

 

9. We have listed some of the various online consultation system functionalities below. 
To help us gauge which are considered most important to users, please rank the 
following options from most important (1) to least important (10):  

Item 
Total 

Score 1 
Overall 
Rank 

Ability for practices to send two way messaging services between clinicians and patients 321 1 

Ability to create bespoke questionnaires and templates 284 2 

Ability for outcomes to be coded directly into the patient record 266 3 

Ability to add local signposting options at practice and/or PCN level 264 4 

Ability to match incoming requests to practice patient list and verify against NHS 
numbers 

259 5 

Ability to set limits and/or customise online consultation access times by practice 257 6 

Ability to complete clinically-normed scales such as PHQ9/GAD7 230 7 

Accessibility for non-English speakers, e,g, auto-translation into other languages 219 8 

Ability to automatically triage incoming requests based off of AI/machine-learning 
algorithms 

209 9 

Ability to configure system to work at scale, e.g. PCN triage hub 111 10 

1 Score is a weighted calculation. Items ranked first are valued higher than the following ranks, 
the score is a sum of all weighted rank counts. 

answered 44 

skipped 0 

 



10. Do you have any further comments in relation to online consultation system 
functionality?  

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 Open-Ended Question 100.00% 14 

1 04/08/2021 17:21 PM 
ID: 172117246 

Not working well for us serving deprived population  

2 05/08/2021 16:27 PM 
ID: 172178386 

Integration into the NHSApp must be part of the roadmap for the platform and be 
in active development for ""soon"" delivery for ID confirmation and to simplify 
digital front doors. It needs to be able to cope with admin type queries as a well as 
clinical. The end user interface - both patient side and practice side - must be 
intuitive ideally with modern design language (not like S1!). Support with long term 
conditions pre-consultation data gathering is an important feature as we move 
towards recovery and prevention/personalisation as well as home BP/SaO2/SMBG 
etc but this needs algorithmic support for normal to abnormal signalling. 

3 11/08/2021 14:17 PM 
ID: 172455784 

Systems needs good management options to help manage abuse of these by 
patients- eg simply requests for appointments with no or minimal data, ability to 
limit patients use if breaching fair use (multiple requests a day etc), verified patient 
logins so we know patients are who they say they are- eg using NHS login.  

4 17/08/2021 10:38 AM 
ID: 172769535 

It helps to triage to appropriate clinician. More user friendly choices making it clear 
why it helps to give more detail for patients completing econsult would be good. 
It would be good to block multiple submissions on the same day-this can occur 
due to confusion about whether or not it has been accepted so clear 
communication to patient would help-plus ability to amend request-but some 
patients submit multiple requests about multiple problems-they could not 
previously book multiple appointments at once so this needs amendment. 

5 17/08/2021 16:27 PM 
ID: 172819640 

wfvbhty reggvbtbn thg 

6 17/08/2021 16:37 PM 
ID: 172820601 

https://twitter.com/search?q=survey%20Online&src=typed_query&f=live 

7 18/08/2021 10:23 AM 
ID: 172864590 

No 

8 19/08/2021 13:09 PM 
ID: 173003881 

Patients can too easily abuse the templates - an example would sending an 
econsult with no details other than just a request for a booked consultation - the 
software should be able to identify this and not allow the econsult to be sent 

9 23/08/2021 09:11 AM 
ID: 173176267 

ideally to be restricted to simple functions such as sick notes etc. Anything about 
infective symptoms (apart form UTIs) or pain can not be dealt with on an e consult 
and need to be immediately directed for the patient to make an appointment. E 
consults are creating more work by having a slot to deal with the e consult that 
cannot be dealt with by an email. 

10 25/08/2021 20:39 PM 
ID: 173402066 

Short term contracts as the technology is changing quickly. Company ethics, are 
they profit orientated or goal orientated. The amount of marketing a company does 
reflect a poor product. eConsult for example spends vast sums it seems on 
marketing, networking and lobbying.  

11 26/08/2021 13:55 PM 
ID: 173438481 

only even one clinical event all ot of many others inappropriate use by patient or 
subject was not ideal for email consultation  
personally I feel it is a hinderence rather than a help 

12 02/09/2021 14:23 PM 
ID: 173815618 

All of the above are needed. 

13 16/09/2021 12:05 PM 
ID: 174707290 

The ability to amend the availability of the service like we do all other types of 
access to appointments / clinicians etc based on our demands at the practice, 
workforce availability with the right skills for e consults and manage the workflow of 
e consults. We do not off access to our other services 24/7 and our contact does 
not require us to do so. We manage our appointment system and access to 
services for all other aspects of consultations and should be allowed to amend this 
function as well.  
 
There are still too many urgent or inappropriate e consultations coming through 
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10. Do you have any further comments in relation to online consultation system 
functionality?  

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

which are not flagged as patients have become wise to how to manipulate their 
responses to send them. This is unsafe for some requests  
 
Having the ability to make bespoke templates to have patients complete for pre 
assessments etc such as prior to a smear to ask for specific information like last 
smear date, results, LMP, contraception etc as sometimes we don't always have 
this information on the system and patients don't know when they attend. We could 
send this out prior to their appointment to complete and send us.  
Could work for things like New patient health checks, NHS Health Checks, Pill 
Check etc like questionnaires but within the same system and workflow.  

14 21/09/2021 19:06 PM 
ID: 175005095 

No. We love Accurx  

 

  
answered 14 

skipped 30 
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